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Abstract. PVS is now 15 years old, and has been extensively used in re-
search, industry, and teaching. The system is very expressive, with unique
features such as predicate subtypes, recursive and corecursive datatypes,
inductive and coinductive definitions, judgements, conversions, tables,
and theory interpretations. The prover supports a combination of deci-
sion procedures, automatic simplification, rewriting, ground evaluation,
random test case generation, induction, model checking, predicate ab-
straction, MONA, BDDs, and user-defined proof strategies. In this paper
we give a very brief overview of the features of PVS, some illustrative
examples, and a summary of the libraries and PVS applications.

1 Introduction

PVS is a verification system [17], combining language expressiveness with auto-
mated tools. The language is based on higher-order logic, and is strongly typed.
The language includes types and terms such as: numbers, records, tuples, func-
tions, quantifiers, and recursive definitions. Full predicate subtype is supported,
which makes typechecking undecidable. For example, division is defined such
that the second argument is nonzero, where nonzero is defined:

nonzero_real: TYPE = {r: real | r /= 0}

Note that this means PVS is total; partiality is only supported via subtyping.
Dependent types for records, tuples, and function types is also supported. Here
is a record type (introduced with [# #]) representing a finite sequence, where
the seq is an array with domain depending on the length.

finseq: TYPE = [# length: nat, seq: [below[length] -> T] #]

Beyond this, the PVS language has structural subtypes (i.e., a record that
adds new fields to a given record), dependent types for record, tuple, and func-
tions, recursive and corecursive datatypes, inductive and coinductive definitions,
theory interpretations, and theories as parameters, conversions, and judgements
that provide control over the generation of proof obligations. Specifications are
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given as collections of parameterized theories, which consist of declarations and
formulas, and are organized by means of importings.

The PVS prover is interactive, but with a large amount of automation built
in. It is closely integrated with the typechecker, and features a combination of
decision procedures, BDDs, automatic simplification, rewriting, and induction.
There are also rules for ground evaluation, random test case generation [11],
model checking, predicate abstraction, and MONA. The prover may be extended
with user-defined proof strategies.

PVS has been used as a platform for integration. It has a rich API, making it
relatively easy to add new proof rules and integrate with other systems. Examples
of this include the model checker, Duration Calculus [19], MONA [12], Maple [1],
Ag [14], and Yices. The system is normally used through a customized Emacs
interface, though it is possible to run it standalone (PVSio does this). PVS is
open source, and is available at http://pvs.csl.sri.com. PVS is a part of
SRI’s Formal Methods Program [6].

In the following sections we will describe a basic example, give a brief descrip-
tion of some more advanced examples, describe some of the available libraries,
and finally describe some of the applications.

2 PVS Examples

Ordered Insertion Ordered binary trees are a fundamental data structure used to
represent more abstract data structures such as sets, multisets, and associative
arrays. The basic idea is that the values in the nodes are totally ordered, and
the values of the nodes on the left are less than the current node, which in turn
is less than those on the right. The first step is to define a binary tree. In PVS,
this can be specified using a datatype.

binary_tree[T: TYPE]: DATATYPE BEGIN

leaf: leaf?

node(val: T, left, right: binary_tree): node?

END binary_tree

A binary tree is constructed from the leaf and node constructors; the node
constructor takes three arguments, and has accessors val, left, and right,
and recognizers leaf? and node?. This is all parameterized by the type T. To
reference a binary tree where the type T is int, simply type binary tree[int].

When this is typechecked by PVS, theories are created that include many
axioms such as extensionality and induction, and various mapping and reduction
combinators [17].

The theory of ordered binary trees is parameterized with a type and a total
ordering, an ordered? predicate is defined, and an insert operation specified.
The main theorem states that if a tree is ordered, then the tree obtained after
inserting an element is also ordered. This is naturally an inductive argument.
In the actual specification available at http://pvs.csl.sri.com/examples/
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datatypes/datatypes.dmp a helper lemma is used to make the induction eas-
ier. The proof then is quite simple; both lemmas use induct-and-rewrite!,
including the helper lemma as a rewrite rule in the proof of the main lemma.

Inductive and Coinductive Definitions. PVS provides a mechanism for defining
inductive and coinductive definitions. A simple example of an inductive definition
is the transitive closure of an arbitrary relation R.

TC(R)(x, y): INDUCTIVE bool =

R(x, y) OR (EXISTS z: R(x, z) AND TC(R)(z, y))

This is simply a least fixedpoint with respect to a given domain of elements and
a set of rules, which is well-defined if the rules are monotonic, by the well known
Knaster-Tarski theorem. Under these conditions the greatest fixedpoint also ex-
ists and corresponds to coinductive definitions. Inductive and coinductive defi-
nitions have induction principles, and both must satisfy additional constraints
to guarantee that they are well defined.

Corecursive Datatypes. The ordered binary tree example is based on an induc-
tively defined datatype, which is defined inductively and describes an algebra,
as described by Jacobs and Rutten [7]. It is also possible to define codatatypes,
corresponding to coalgebras. The simplest codatatype is the stream:

stream[T: TYPE]: CODATATYPE BEGIN

cons(first:T, rest:stream): cons? END stream

This describes an infinite stream. Instead of induction, properties of coalgebras
are generally proved using bisimulation, which is automatically generated for
codatatypes, as induction is for datatypes.

colist[T: TYPE]: CODATATYPE BEGIN

null: null?

cons(first: T, rest: colist): cons?

END colist

The colist example abovce looks like the list datatype, but includes both finite
and infinite lists. This is often useful in specifications; for example, to describe a
machine that may run forever, or may halt after some steps. Without coalgebras,
the usual approaches are to model halting as stuttering, or to model it as a union
type—both of which have various drawbacks.

Theory Interpretations. PVS has support for interpreting one theory in terms of
another. This allows uninterpreted types and constants to be interpreted, and
the axioms of the uninterpreted theory are translated into proof obligations,
thus guaranteeing soundness. Theory interpretations are primarily used for re-
finement and to prove consistency for an axiomatically defined theory. PVS
theory interpretations are described in the theory interpretations report [17].
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Model Checking and Predicate Abstraction. PVS includes an integrated model
checker that is based on the µ-calculus.1. To use the model checker, a finite
transition system must be defined with an initial predicate and a transition
relation. The PVS prelude provides CTL temporal operators, as well as several
definitions of fairness. Examples making use of the model checker may be found
in the report [13], which also describes the PVS table construct in some detail.

Model checking requires finite (and usually small) domains, but real systems
are generally not finite. Thus in order to apply model checking to a system one
must first map it to a finite abstraction. One powerful technique for doing this
semi-automatically is predicate abstraction [16], which has been integrated into
the PVS theorem prover as the abstract rule.

Ground Evaluation and PVSio. PVS is primarily a specification language, but
it is possible to recognize an executable subset, and hence to actually run PVS.
This is efficiently done with the ground evaluator, described in [18, 5].

César Muñoz has extended the ground evaluator with PVSio [10], which in-
cludes a predefined library of imperative programming language features such
as side effects, unbounded loops, input/output operations, floating point arith-
metic, exception handling, pretty printing, and parsing. The PVSio library is
implemented via semantic attachments. PVSio is now a part of the PVS distri-
bution.

3 PVS Libraries and Applications

PVS has an extensive set of libraries available. To begin with, there is the
prelude—a preloaded set of theories defining many concepts, ranging from booleans
through relations, functions, sets, numbers, lists, CTL, bit-vectors, and equiv-
alence classes (see the prelude report [17] for details). The PVS distribution
includes extensions of the basic finite sets and bit-vector theories given in the
prelude.

NASA Langley has been working with PVS for many years, and has de-
veloped extensive libraries, available at http://shemesh.larc.nasa.gov/fm/
fm-pvs.html. This includes libraries for algebra, analysis, calculus, complex
numbers, graphs/digraphs, number theory, orders, series, trigonometric func-
tions, and vectors. They have also contributed the Manip and Field packages,
which make it easier to do numeric reasoning.

PVS has been used for applications in teaching, research, and industry. For-
mal specification and verification are inherently difficult, so the focus tends to
be on applications with high cost of failure, or critical to life or national security.
Thus most applications are to requirements [2, 8], hardware [9], safety-critical
applications [3], and security [15]

1 See Chapter 7 of Model Checking [4] for an introduction to the µ-calculus.
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4 Conclusions and Future Work

PVS contains several features that we have omitted from this brief introduc-
tion. PVS is still under active maintenance and development. We have many
features we hope to add in the future, including polymorphism, reflection, proof
generation, faster rewriting and simplification, a declarative proof mode, coun-
terexamples, proof search and other target languages for the ground evaluator.
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